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LEEWARD FLOW OVER DELTA WINGS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

Joachim G. Szodruch,* and David J. Peake**

Ames Research Center

ABSTRACT

A survey is made of the parameters affecting the development of the lee-

"_ ward symmetric separated flow over slender delta wings immersed in a supersonic

stream. These parameters include Mach number, Reynolds number, angle of

attack, leading-edge sweep angle, and body cross-sectional shape, such that

subsonic and supersonic leading-edge flows are encountered. It is seen that

the boundaries between the various flow regimes existing about the leeward

surface may conveniently be represented on a diagram with the components of

angle of attack and Mach number normal to the leading edge as governing

parameters.

Although the work in this field has been mainly experimental over the last

twenty-five years, recent laminar-flow computations using approximate forms of

the Navier-Stokes equations have provided details of the flow field that are in

reasonable agreement with experimental results at low Reynolds numbers.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

CD drag coefficient

CL llft coefficient

(p - p_)

Cp pressure coefficient = 0.7 p_M_ z

L maximum wing chord

M Mach number

RL_ Reynolds number based on chord length and free-stream conditions

r leading-edge radius

s local semispan

t maximum thickness of wing

*Research Associate.

**Consultant, 3-D Flowz, Inc., P.O. Box 244, Moffett Field, Calif. 94035.



U velocity in X direction

X* distance downstream from wing apex

x}Y coordinates with origin at wing apex, see Fig. 3

Z

angle of attack, measured between wind vector and leeward generator in

meridian plane

8 angle between leeward meridian (ridge line) and X axis

@AI primary attachment line

@A2 secondary attachment line

@SI primary separation line

@$2 secondary separation line

@$3 tertiary separation line

A leading-edge sweep angle

angle between leading edge and X-axis (= 90° - A)

hypersonic _iscous interaction parameter = M_3/R/_L_X

angle between upper and lower surface, in plane normal to leading edge

Subscripts:

free-stream conditions

N conditions normal to leading edge

i. INTRODUCTION

The flow field over a slender delta wing at angle of attack immersed in

a supersonic stream can be divided into two characteristic regions. Thewind-

ward or pressure side faces the oncoming flow and is strongly influenced by

the bow shock wave; the leeward or suction side is dominated by the effects of

viscous/inviscid interaction. It is the leeward flow that forms the subject
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of the following survey. Especially in the last decade, interest has increased

in measuring and predicting the flow about low aspect ratio wings, with the

operation of the supersonic transport aircraft "Concorde,, as well as the

development of the hypersonic Space Shuttle. In spite of there being a large

amount of literature on the subject (see also Smith 1975 and Stahl 1979), only

recently have efforts been made to catalog the details of the lee-side flow

regimes (Stanbrook and Squire 1964; Squire 1976; Szodruch 1977; Peake and

Tobak 1980).

Apart from the simple solution where at low angles of attack the leeward

flow over the entire wing is virtually attached, two types of essentially

conical I symmetric separated flow have been recognized atla_ang_e_s._9__

attack, depending on whether the 19_adin_ed_eis_9outs$_deorinsi_____ach

c_Be_KQ_t_boe._Pg_X. The first is the well-knowncase of "leading-edge separa-

tion," which is also found at subsonic speeds for wings with sharp, swept

leading edges. Here, the flow, in turning from the lower, high-pressure side

to the upper surface, separates at the leading edge forming counter-rotating

spiral vortices. The second type of flow is known as "shock-induced separa-

tion," where the flow is supersonically expanded around the leading eHge and

is deflected towards the centerline of the wing. Now, due to symmetry

requirements, the flow is turned parallel to the free-stream direction by

means of inboard embedded shock waves. If the shock waves are strong enough,

their adverse spanwise pressure gradients cause the three-dimensional boundary

layer to separate and again form counter-rotatingspiral vortices. But note,

whereas the separation lines are situated at the leading edge in the subsonic

cross-flow case, they are inboard of the leading edge in the supersonic

example. These flow fields and their associated skin-friction line patterns

are sketched in figure l(a) and appear over simple delta wings as well as over

more complicated shapes llke the "Concorde" (Collard 1978) or the Space Shuttle

(Bornemann and Surber 1978). Since vortices (with or without embedded shock

waves) occur over thewing at virtually every flight condition and are also a

useful source of lift, the essential issue of design with slender wings is to

fix the location of the separation lines so that the vehicle is always con-

trollable (Peake 1976).

At hypersonic speeds, the flow types appear somewhat similar, although

the flow in most cases is no longer conical in the "strong" hypersonic vis-

_ cous interaction regime. Hypersonic viscous interaction (characterized by the

parameter X = M_3/R_L_) then becomes important, expecially near the wing apex,

and the vortices induc_ high rates of heat transfer along attachment lines.

Some typical types of flow for this hypervelocity regime are sketched in fig-

ure l(b). While three of the flow fields shown in figure l(b) appear analogous

to those in figure l(a), the one called "attached leading-edge flow with vor-

tices" is considered to be an additional flow pattern at hypersonic speeds for

wings at low angles of attack with transitional boundar_ layers. Here, a vor-

tex system is considered to form within the "two-layer ''_boundary layer near

IEither fully laminar or fully turbulent.

2With viscous layer very close to the wall and essentially inviscid outer

layer.
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the wing apex. Due to the form of the lateral pressure gradients, the inner

low momentum flow and the outer layer with near inviscid conditions respond at

different rates of skew, thereby developing a shear layer between them which

finally rolls up into "embedded vortices" (Rao and Whitehead 1972). A detailed

survey of flows about slender delta wings at hypersonic Mach numbers is given

by Dunavant et al. 1976.

The purpose of the present survey is to find a common basis for the dif-

ferent experimental and essentially conical flow results so far obtained for

delta wings at supersonic speeds. The influence of parameters such as Mach

number, Reynolds number, angle of attack, leading-edge sweep angle, and body

cross-sectional shape On the form of the leeward flow field will now be dis-

cussed in detail.

The authors wish to thank Murray Tobak for his review of the text and the

constructive discussions with him throughout the course of the study.

2. FLOW TYPES AND BOUNDARIES

A list of experiments selected for _eview is shown on the chart in fig-

ure 2. Here, one sees that the major part of the research effort has concen-

trated on thin 3 delta wings with flat upper surfaces and high leading-edge

sweep angles. For the purpose of systematizing the flow, we shall assume that

the flow conditions are essentially conical. _ It then appears sufficient to

describe the flow in a plane normal to the leading edge, using the parameters

of Mach number and angle of attack decomposed into components in that plane.

These components, MN and _N, are:

= M_/I - sin 2 A • cos2(_ + 8)

aN = tan- l tan(_ + 8) _ tan-1 tan 8cos A cos A

where A is the leading-edge sweep angle and B is the upper surface wedge

angle in the plane of symmetry. The angle of attack _ is measured in the

meridian plane between the wind vector and the ridge line (the leeward gener- "

ator) on the upper surface. The parameters MN and _N,.Which are taken to

characterize the flow field, are illustrated in figure 3. For a flat-topped

delta wing with 8 = 0°, the equations reduce to those given by Stanbrook and '"

Squire (1964). It should be noted that this concentration on the normal com-

ponents, _N and MN, while making sense for sharp-edged wings, cannot be used

for the closely allied case of cones. Thus, a criticism against the rationale

is that cones and delta wings cannot be brought into the same system of

classification, even though the flow topology is analogous (Tobak and Peake

SThickness-to-chord ratio typically less than 0.I.

_Conditions on the surface and in the flow field along a ray from the

wing apex are constant.
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1979). We remember that in incompressible flow, the parameters of relative

incidence s _/8c, a/l, and cross-flow velocity U_ sin _, have been used to

correlate, respectively, cone or delta wing results.

2.1 The _N vs MN Diagram

_" In flight, there are two principal parameters of interest which strongly

influence the flow field above the wing: the Mach number M_ and the angle

of attack _. For the delta wing under discussion, we consider only the compo-

nents normal to the leading edge, i.e., MN and _N" In 1964, Stanbrook and

Squire evaluated the available experimental results in an _N vs MN diagram,

defining regions of attached and separated flow at the leading edge. The

boundary between these two regions has since been called the "Stanbrook-Squire

Boundary." We shall abbreviate this term to SSB in the ensulng text. Notice

that although we are assuming that the sweep angle A can be effectively

removed as a governing parameter by utilizing the formulation for _N and MN,

no explicit experiments have been conducted with models of varying sweep

angle and in streams of varying M_ to verify that identical flow fields are

produced at particular coordinates aN, MN. Figure 4 shows experimental

results for rounded (fig. 4(a)) and sharp (fig. 4(b)) leading edges, together

with other results for wing-body combinations (Squire et al. 1961) and the

Space Shuttle (NASA 1972). It is clear from figure 4 that the shape of the

leading edge plays an important role in the development of the flow field over

the wing. As a consequence, when the attempt is made to systematize the flow

types for wings with different leading-edge radii, a broad region results

where both separated and attached flows may be found in the aN vs MN diagram.

In the present report, emphasis is placed on wings with sharp leading edgeS.

The zone between separated and attachedleading-edge flow representing the

limits for the changeover from one flow type to the other, is then a narrower

band in figure 4(b) than the comparable band in figure 4(a). The experimental

investigations carried out thus far have employed well-establlshed techniques

such as static and pitot-pressure measurements, heat-transfer measurements,

and, very importantly, flow-visualizatlon techniques in the flow and on the

surface. However, since most experiments are conducted with relatively small

models, a careful interpretation of the results is usually required. Fig-

i_ ure 5(a) shows the skin-friction line pattern and form of the external flow

for the case of leading-edge separation at moderate angle of attack. The coni-

cal'lines of separation and attachment are denoted on the leeward surface by

angles @S and @A, respectively. Figure 5(b) shows the details of the flow

field when the flow is attached at the leading edge but separates inboard (the

"shock-induced" type). The difference between attached and separated flow at

the leading edge is evident from the skin-friction line pattern on figure I.

When the flow is attached, the local direction of the skin-friction lines is

away from the leading edge; when it is detached, the converse is true. The

investigations of Szodruch (1977) show that the flow type may also be detected

from the location of the (primary) vortex core above the wing. Results for

the positions of the primary vortex core, the primary attachment line, and the

SThe cone semi-nose angle is 0c; the semi-angle at the wing apex is I.
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secondary vortex core are shown in figure 6. Three different Mach numbers are

illustrated, representing the regions to the left (M_ = 2 and 2.5 in figs. 6(a)

and 6(b), respectively) and to the right (M_ = 3.5 in fig. 6(c)) of the SSB.

If the normal component of Mach number is substantially less than one, the

path of the primary vortex core, as angle of attack is increased, is shown in

the upper diagram (fig. 6(a)). This is the typical behavior also in incom-

pressible flow and is compared with results of calculations by Pershing (1964)

who usedinviscid approximations to model the leeward flow. At higher free-

stream Mach numbers, but still to the left of the SSB (fig. 6(b)), the primary _

vortex core follows a path similar to that shown in figure 6(a); but this

result applies only up to angles of attack where the SSB is entered. To the

right of the SSB, a further increase in free-stream Math number results in

positions of the primary vortex core occurring very close to the wing (see the

lower diagram, fig. 6(c)). Note that in the experimental results for the

rather thick wings 6 shown in figure 6, the primary vortex core position

remains virtually invariant at all free-stream Mach numbers for angles of

attack up to _ = 5°. In contrast, at higher angles of attack, the position of

the primary vortex core is dependent on free-stream Mach number. Figure 7

presents again the results of figure 6 and supportive results from other

investigations of the spanwise primary vortex position plotted against normal

angle of attack. There is an apparent relationship between the core location

and the type of leadlng-edge flow, whether attached or separated, in the range

of Mach numbers covered, 0 ! M_ _ 4. Within the shaded area in figure 7 (which

is the SSB), both types of flow occur.

The results discussed so far, and further detailed studies of Szodruch and

Ganzer (1978) and Szodruch (1977), lead to the following concise description

of the types of flow in the aN vs MN diagram, figure 8. As can be seen in

figure 8, the respective flow regions are numbered I to 6. The original SSB

is shown in addition to three new regions identified by Szodruch (1977)

(regions 3, 4, and 6) in his experiments with flat-topped thick wings of

thickness-to-chord ratio 0.25. These new regions will also be discussedvby

describing the change of flow type that occurs when the Mach number or angle

of attack varies. In addition, reference will be made to trajectories nomi-

nally parallel to the SSB (labelled AA, BB) and across the SSB (labelled CC).

The influence of other parameters, such as Reynolds number and body cross-

sectional geometry, will be considered later in section 2.2.

Looking in more detail to the region on the left (region 2) of the SSB on

figure 8, we choose a fixed free-stream Mach number (say M_ = 2 with

A = 73°) and follow a line with increasing angle of attack AA, starting at -_

aN = 0°. Because of the thickness of the wing, the flow separates in turning

around the sharp leading edge from the lower to the upper surface at zero and

at all positive angles of attack. Thus, leading-edge separation is found over

the entire angle of attack range investigated, 0° < _ < 30°. As already shown

in figure 6(a), the primary vortex first moves inboard until it reaches a

position equal to about half the semispan and then, with further increase in

angle of attack, returns towards the leading edge. Also, the distance of the

Vortex core from the upper surface increases and the overall size of the

6Thickness-to-chord ratio = 0.25.
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vortex grows until almost the entire semispan is covered. For the present

thick wing and sweep angle A = 73°, a secondary vortex may be detected only

at angles of attack within the range i0° ! _ _ 20 ° (see fig. 6(a)).

When the primary vortices become close together at very high angles of

attack (see region 1 on fig. 8), there is a new development in the cross-flow

structure. Because of the strong downwash induced by the primary vortices at

and close to the meridian plane, the crossflow accelerates to a supersonic

velocity through the resulting convergent-divergent stream tube. As the cross-

flow must then tend toward zero as the leeward surface is approached, it con-

sequently decelerates through a local normal shock wave. This so-called

centerline shock wave lies virtually parallel and very close to the upper sur-

face. Little is known about the real conditions across the shock wave, because

of its close proximity to the model surface and the difficulty in using probe

instrumentation which may disturb the flow field. The centerline shock has

been observed in a limited number of investigations and appears not only above

the delta wing (Monnerie and Werl_ 1968; Szodruch and Ganzer 1978) but also

above cones (Nebbeling and Bannink 1976). The shock has been observed at Mach

numbers between M_o = 2 and 3, and angles of attack from _ = 20 ° to 30°

(Monnerie and Werl4 1968; Nebbeling and Bannink 1976; Szodruch and Ganzer

1978).

Still in figure 8, we now consider a Mach number M_ such that with

increasing angle of attack the wing encounters the flow fields on the right-

hand side of the SSB (say M_ = 4 with A = 73°). Reference should be made

to the trajectory BB. The flow around the leading edge may still be subsonic

at low angles of attack. Starting at _N = 0°, "leading-edge separation" is

observed for thick wings (Szodruch 1977) which is not in agreement with the

thin wing results of Stanbrook and Squire (1964). Upon increasing the normal

angle of attack _N from 16° to 25 ° (5° < _ < 8°), the vortex core moves

rapidly towards the leeward meridian (see also fig. 6(c)). The flow around

the leading edge behind the detached shock wave is now nominally supersonic.

Within theprecision available from the experimental observations, Szodruch

(1977) considered separation to occur very close to the leading edge but just

inboard oflt concomitant with a sudden, but local flow deceleration. The

crossflow then reaccelerates and diffuses subsequently through a weak shock-

wave structure located above the vortex. In figure 8 this flow regime 4 is

-_ labelled "separation with shock." The terminology of Narayan (1978) for

region 4 is "attached leading-edge flow with vortices" (see fig. l(b)), the

weak"shock formation distinguishing this flow regime 4 from the strong "shock-

induced separation" zone 5. Further increase in angle of attack does not

seem to alter the flow type, but the vortex size does expand. Rao and

Whitehead (1972) characterized region 4 at low angles of attack as being one

with attached flow at the leading edge with vortices "embedded" within the

viscous flow but commencing some distance downstream of the apex. The view of

Rao and Whitehead (1972) would appear to be consistent with the observation of

transitional flow containing streamwise vortices recorded in Maltby (1962) and

by McDevitt and Mellenthin (1969). At very high angles of attack, the flow is

difficult" to characterize from wind-tunnel experiments, because the vortices

become _particu_arly sensitive to the high static pressures induced in the wake

by reflected shock waves, support-strut interference, and flow probes. Vortex



breakdown may occur, causing significant changes in the leeward flow at free-

stream Mach numbers typically up to M_ = 3.5 (Szodruch 1976; Richards 1976).

Finally, in figure 8, let us fix the normal angle of attack aN at 21°

(a = 7° with A = 73 °) and gradually increase the normal Mach number compo-

nent MN. We now follow the horizontal trajectory CC in the aN vs MN

diagram. At low values of MN, "leading-edge separation" with primary and

secondary vortices is observed with a primary attachment line outboard of

the leeward meridian (0A in fig. 5). As MN increases, the vortices tend to _

flatten and move towards the meridian with no significant change in position

of the primary attachment line. The strength of the primary vortices

decreases, as is inferred from a reduction in peak suction pressures. Within _"

the SSB it is not possible to detect the formation of secondary vortices.

Crossing region 4 and with increasing MN, we finally enter region 5 in which

flow separation is of the "shock-induced" type. In regions 4 and 5, we

remember that the flow is attached at the leading edge. The "shock-induced

separation" typical of these regimes exists, however, only for moderate angles

of attack. If, in figure 8, we now allow the normal angle of attack to

increase substantially at the end point of trajectory CC, the flow becomes

that in region 6 with, once again, separation at the leading edge. The result-

ing boundary is discussed by Squire (1976), who argued that the flow change

about the leeward surface is related to the flow conditions on the lower sur-

face. Accordingly, it is the leading-edge angle _ (i.e., the angle between

the upper and lower surfaces normal to the leading edge) which determines the

values of aN at which the change occurs from "shock-induced separation" in

region 5 to "leading-edge separation with shock" in region 6.

2.2 Influence of Reynolds Number and Body Cross-Sectional Geometry

The parameters that influence the structure of the leeward flow over a

delta wing are divided into two groups. In the first group, we have the

stream conditions Mach number and Reynolds number. The second group accounts

for the attitude of the wing relative to the flow, and includes the angle of

attack, the sweep angle, the leading-edge angle, the cross-sectional shape,

and the degree of leading-edge rounding. In the previous section, we have

already introduced the leading parameters of each of the two groups, Mach

number and angle of attack, that cause the most severe changes in the flow 4

field. Now we consider the influence of the remaining parameters of the two

groups: first, Reynolds number, and then the collection of parameters that

describe the body geometry. _o

The influence of Reynolds number on the flow hasbeen given more atten-

tion at hypersonic speeds than at supersonic speeds. This is because the

effects of Reynolds number on peak heating as well as on the development and

size of characteristic patterns in the flow field are more important at high

velocities (Dunavant et al. 1976; Rao and Whitehead 1972). It is apparent

that under leading-edge flow conditions from hypersonic to subsonic, when flow

separation is fixed at the leading edge (regions 6, 3, 2, and I in fig. 8),

Reynolds number has little effect on the primary vortex structure. In con-

trast, sincethe secondary separation lines are not fixed, the disposition of

the secondary vortices may be influenced by Reynolds number to a larger extent
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(for example see Hummel and Redeker 1972). For purposes of illustration, the

locations of the secondary separation lines vs Reynolds number are plotted

for supersonic as well as subsonic free-stream Mach numbers on figures 9(a)

and (b), respectively. There is a noticeable movement of the secondary sepa-

ration llne position towards the leading edge as Reynolds number RL_

increases from 104 to 107 . These results imply that boundary-layer transition

and the associated longitudinal vortices developing from amplifying instabili-

ties in the laminar zone (Maltby 1962; Ginoux 1967) may be exerting an impor-

tant influence on the development of the leeward flow. As angle of attack

increases to higher values, the transition zone moves closer to the wing apex,

so that any effect of transition becomes less at the measurement station shown

on figures 9(a) and (b). The consequence is a slowdown in the rate of move-

ment of the secondary separation line position in the turbulent flow. We

should note that the form of the static pressure distribution across the wing

semispan attributed to the primary vortex evidences an increase of the peak

suction pressure level as we proceed from laminar to turbulent flow. Corre-

spondingly, the effect of the secondary vortices on broadening the width of the

suction pressure zones is greater in laminar than in turbulent flow (Hummel

1965; Kuchemann 1975; NASA High Reynolds Number Research 1977).

In figure 8 we have introduced the various flow regions existing on the

right-hand side of the SSB. Figures i0 and Ii illustrate the effect of

Reynolds number at, respectively, a nominally constant aN and at a nominally

constant MN, on the disposition of the boundaries between these given flow

regions for both thin and thick wings. With aN fixed at about 28 °, figure i0

shows that as Reynolds number increases, the effects of transition (with

longitudinal vortices, Rao and Whitehead 1972) in region 4 diminish until at

sufficiently high Reynolds number (RL_ = 107), region 4 can no longer be

ascertained. The flow field develops directly from one with leading-edge

separation for MN < I (region 2) to one with shock-induced separation for

MN > i (region 5). In figure Ii, with Mach number fixed at a sufficiently

high value (MN _ 2.5) and fixed aN also sufficiently large, the effect of

increasing Reynolds number is to alter the flow field from one with strong

shock-induced separation (region 5)to one with leading-edge separation

(region 6). Increase of Reynolds number evidently causes a thinning of the

boundary layer developing from the leading edge, thereby generating a larger

turning angle in the Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan around the leading edge. The

consequence is a stronger shock wave above the wing and a movement of the

primary separation line towards the leading edge (Narayan 1978). Thus, the

few available data indicate that Reynolds number has a strong effect on the

location of the boundary between regions 4 and 5 and between regions 5 and 6

in the aN vs MN diagram. Figure 8 is therefore strictly valid only for one

Reynolds number, as Szodruch (1978) had demonstrated earlier.

Let us now consider the effect of changing body cross-secti0nal geometry.

The leading edge angle _ lies in a plane normal to the leading edge between

the upper and lower surfaces (see fig. 3) and thus, for the triangular cross

section, determines the thickness of the wing. The degree of influence of

on the flow depends on which region in the aN vs MN diagram we pinpoint.

On the left-hand side of the SSB in figure 8, a change of _ from, say, 5° to

40 ° seems to have no effect on the type of leading-edge flow separation. On

the other hand, for the same range of _ (at A = 75° and M_ _ 2),



figure 12(a) indicates that _ has a considerable influence on the leeward

boundary-layer development, as inferred from the positions of the secondary

separation lines. The typical trajectory along which we wish to sweep is once

again AA in figure 8. Once the angle of attack a exceeds about 15°

(aN _ 40°), we see that the positions of the lines of secondary separation

move more rapidly towards the leading edge on the thick wings (26° < _ < 90 °)

than they do on the thin-wing examples (5° < _ < 15°). The influence of

increasing Reynolds number, shown previously in figures 9(a) and (b), was also

seen to drive the lines of secondary separation towards the wing leading edge. °

On figure i2(a), however, we note that the test conditions for the thick wings

were at lower Reynolds numbers than for the thin wings, so that the results on _

figure 12(a)are considered representative of changing the geometry of the wing

lower surface.

On the right-hand side of tile SSB on the aN vs Mn diagram of figure 8,

the parameter _ has a major influence on the flow development, especially in

region 3. It has to be noted, however, that at low angles of attack in this

region, some carefully conducted experiments by Ginoux (1967) have shown that

other conditions at the leading edge, such as bluntness and roughness, con-

tribute to the formation of longitudinal vortices, thereby modulating the

structure of the viscous flow on the upper surface. Figure 12(b> illustrates

the secondary separation line positions for the regions traversed by a typical

trajectory such as BB in figure 8. The free-stream Mach number is M_ _ 3.5,

and the range of angle of attack is 0° < a < 30°. At high angles of attack,

figure 12(b) illustrates that the discernible trend in movement of the line of

secondary separation towards the leading edge for the thick wings corresponds

with that in figure 12(a); in addition there is also a substantial movement of

the line of secondary separation in the same direction at low angles of attack.

Only for the flow in region 4 (the center of the graph) do the results for

positions of the line of secondary separation for both thin and thick wings

appear in close proximlty. Here the flow is supersonic around the leading

edge, and the respective flow regions about the lower and upper surfaces can,

for all practical purposes, be considered independent (Squire 1976). If the

cross-sectional shape of the flat-topped delta wings is other than triangular,

for instance, with re-entrant corners inthe underside surfaces, then viscosity

will play a large part in the flow development not only on the leeward surface,

as presently discussed, but on the windward surface in addition (Peake and

Tobak 1980). "

The boundary in the aN vs MN diagram at high angles of attack (between

regions 5 and 6 in fig. 8), where the flow changes from the shock-induced _

separation type to the leading-edge separation type is strongly dependent on

_. This dependence is clearly brought out by the calculated results of Squire

(1976) shown in figure 13. It is seen that the boundary between regions 5

and 6 falls in terms of normal angle of attack in proportion as the leading

edge angle _ rises. Also plotted in figure 13 are results from experimental

studies that appear to support the calculations, notwithstanding the variation

in Reynolds number between the experimental results at a given _ (compare

with fig. Ii).

In general, it has to be noted that in most experimental and theoretical

investigations, there is a lack of data near the leading edge or close to the
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apex. The reason lies in the insufficient power of resolution of instrumenta-

tion as well as of computation. This is unfortunate, since it seems to be of

great importance to have a physical understanding of the flow development in

these regions (Tobak and Peake 1979). In our own experiments (unpublished

results of Szodruch), nonconical regions were observed near the apex even under

conditions for leading-edge separation, although the overall flow field

appeared to be conical. The cause is attributed not only to viscous interac-

tion, but to imperfections in manufacturing the models such as rounding the

sharp edges and the apex, and also to effects of Reynolds number and leading-

edge angle. In figure 14, the length of attached flow at the apex, X_, is

plotted vs angle of attack for the flow region 2 on the left-hand side of the

SSB (fig. 8). The models are those tested by Szodruch (1978). Graphs for

values of _ of 20 ° and 40 ° are illustrated at two Reynolds numbers. We note

that X_ diminishes with increasing angle of attack, Reynolds number, and

leading-edge angle, allowing the flow field to approach conical conditions of

leading-edge separated flow. (The separation lines start in the nose region

from saddle singular points in the pattern of skin-friction lines which, due to

grain size in the oil flow, could not be discerned. It should be noted that

sequences of flow structures in the nose region as angle of attack is increased

are postulated by Tobak and Peake (1979).)

Finally, the extent of rounding of the leading edge is also a parameter

in the choice of body cross-sectional geometry. An increase in leading-edge

radius from sharp to, say, 1% of maximum chord length, does not significantly

affect the lift/drag performance at supersonic speeds, but does improve it at

subsonic and transonic Mach numbers (Morris et al. 1978; Bashkin 1967;

Bobbitt and Manro 1976).

3. NONFLAT LEEWARD SURFACES

So far, delta wings with flat leeward surfaces have been considered. In

the following, a brief description of the leeward flow over nonflat wings is

given, where, according to figure 3, the wedge angle is B > 0°. Only straight

leading-edge planforms will be discussed. Flows over cones and other shapes

such as the Space Shuttle have been reported, for example, in Peake and Tobak

(1980) and in the NASA Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamics Technology Conference

1972. Let us note that the angle of attack is now measured with respect to

the ridge line and no longer with respect to the plane containing the leading

edges. This is done so that at positive angles of attack the upper surface

is in the lee of the free-stream flow. The flow regions denoted as "leading-

edge separation" and "shock-induced separation" (regions 2 and 5 in fig. 8),

are also found about nonflat wings. Figure 15 shows spanwise static pressure

distributions on a delta wing whose ridge line deflection is B = 8° (Kuchemann

1964) for a sequence of increasing values of M_ (or MN). The angle of

attack is 2° (equivalent to a value of aN = 5.3°). In the aN vs MN diagram

(fig. 8), therefore, we move along a trajectory parallel and c%ose to the
abscissa.

Leading-edge separation occurs for Mach numbers M_ between 1.3 and 2.8

(MN < I) with noticeable suction peaks induced by the primary vortices. The
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flow field changes to one with marginally shock-induced separation, as implied

by the monotonic increase in static pressure inboard of the leading edges, once

M_ reaches 4 (MN = 1.18). Note the contrast with the results for the flat-

topped wing at low angle of attack, illustrated in figure 8, wherein leading-

edge separation existed across the SSB, from region 2 to region 3. Hence,

deflecting the ridge line of the wing top surface potentially alters the

boundaries of the regions exhibited in the aN vs MN diagram. Some additional

results from another model with the ridge line deflection increased to 14.5 °

and with a flat underside are displayed in figure 16. Here, contours of con- _"

stant pitot pressure ratio are drawn in crossflow planes on the leeward side

of the wing. The presentation of results follows a trajectory on the

aN vs MN diagram (see fig. 8) corresponding roughly with AA, but curving

into the SSB at aN > 15°. The noticeable feature is that even though MN > 1

at moderate values of _N, leading-edge separation is witnessed in the pitot

contour patterns at MN = 1.13 and 1.20. Secondary separation lines are also

well defined on the wing top surface. Once MN > 1.4, however, the primary

separation line moves inboard consistent with shock-induced separation at all

remaining but increasing Mach m_bers. The pitot contours in proximity to the

enshrouding shock wave about the wing are also identifiable in figure 16.

Other results for the inverted triangular cross-section wing, such as oil-

flow visualization and Schlieren, along with thosealready discussed, allow us

to draw a new aN vs MN diagram in figure 17 for a wing with a deflected ridge

line of B = 14.5 °. We detect that in comparison with figure 8 for flat-

topped wings, and measuring angle of attack with respect to the ridge line, the

SSB shifts to the right by about AM = 0.4. The aN vs MN diagram in fig-

ure 17 essentially duplicates the one drawn by Stanbrook and Squire (1964) for

basically flat-topped wings. For this wing with deflected ridge line, only

regions of leading-edge separation and shock-inducedseparation are found. At

free-stream Mach numbers greater than 3.5, the leeward flow becomes nonconical,

possibly as a result of base-flow interference (observed as a deviation of the

separation lines from conical rays on the rear part of the wing), but cer-

tainly because of viscous interaction when deviations are detected inthe

region of the wing apex as we see in figure 18. Here, as in figure 14, we

plot X? as the chordwise position where the skin-friction lines essentially

return to a conical display. The results in figure 18 are for high free-

stream Mach numbers of 6 and 9. In view of the viscous interaction parameter

X, which is Proportional to M_o3, we must expect a larger nonconical region at "

higher Mach numbers, as figure 18 vividly shows. It should be noted that at

these hypersonic Mach numbers, various experimenters (e.g., Rao and Whitehead

1972) have found similar trends for flat-topped wings. _

4. SOME COMPARISONS WITH COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS IN LAMINAR FLOW

Some comparisons will be made between experimental results and results of

recently developed laminar-flow computational methods. The flow over the

lower surface is not discussed further, since extensive information about this

part of the problem is available (e.g., Fowell 1956; Babayev 1963; Squire 1968;

and Kutler and Lomax 1971). However, computational methods involving detached

bow_shock waves must take account of the flow on the pressure side because the
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two sides are not independent. In general, the computational methods can be

divided into two groups according to their application on delta wings with

either subsonic or supersonic leading edges. In these two respective groups,

the flow cases of leading-edge separation and shock-induced separation are

treated.

There are a number of methods available for computing flows involving

leading-edge separation; a comprehensive review is given by Parker (1976).

- However, no computational model adequately predicts all aspects of the flow

development. Techniques such as the leading-edge suction analogy, potential

flow theory with slender body assumptions, or where the flow is modeled by

two concentrated vortices, may yieldresults which predict one feature of the

flow reasonably well (e.g., overall forces, spanwise loading, vortex position,

etc.), but fail to predict the others. Two recent investigations introduce

methods which take account of another flow aspect, the occurrence of local

supersonic regimes for wings with subsonic leading edges. These methods give

solutions of the nonlinear, steady, inviscid potential equations (Grossman

1978; Grossman and Siclari 1980) and of the rotational, nonlinear, inviscid

Euler equations (Siclari 1979). Results from both agree quite well with each

other except for minor differences in static pressure level and embedded

shock-wave location. Notwithstanding, good agreement with experiments is

demonstrated only at small angles of attack, where there is no or only a small

local supersonic region developed in the calculation. The disagreement other-

wise is to be expected in view of the attempt to solve the viscous problem

with inviscid flow equations. According to the aN vs MN diagram, the flow

discussed in Grossman (1978) and Siclari (1979) is expected to show separation

at the leading edge for all positive angles of attack. The Navier-Stokes

equations take care of these kinds of flow fields, and in Vigneron et al.

(1978), two numerical approaches utilizing approximate forms of the equations

are undertaken to obtain solutions for a flat-topped delta wing. Figure 19

shows a typical example from these computations where the velocity vectors have

been plotted in the wing crossflow plane; the vortex center, separation, and

attachment lines are indicated. Comparison between calculated and experi-

mental pressure distributions across the semispan are presented in figure 20.

The calculated pressures on the lower surface show very good agreement with

experimental results when the correct leading-edge angle _ is used. On the

upper surface, results from the inviscid methods of Grossman (1978), and simi-

larly those of Siclari (1979), s_ow a sharp pressure rise at the location of

the embedded shock wave. The experiment, however, reveals leading-edge sepa-

ration with primary and secondary vortices and with no embedded shocks, as

shown in figure 20. The solution of Vigneron et al. (1978), on the other hand,

shows good correspondence with the actual physics (see fig. 19) of the flow

including the location of the primary and secondary vortices, but the vortex-

induced peak pressure and the pressure beneath the attached flow adjacent to

the meridian are, respectively, under- and over-predicted. However, it has to

be noted that the wing geometries in the three investigations are not exactly

identical (in leading-edge angle, sweep angle, leading-edge radius); there-

fore, minor differences are to be expected.

In figure 21, the influence of angle of attack on the flow field is pre-

sented for calculated and experimental results at a free-stream Mach number

of 2.0. In figure 21(a), the shock position obtained from the inviscid flow
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calculations moves inboard with increasing angle of attack and, in general, is

not in agreement with the experimental results. Since at higher angles of

attack the vortex again moves towards the leading edge while the shock moves

in the opposite direction to positions further inboard, no agreement at all is

to be expected between the inviscid flow theory and the experimental results.

The vortex or shock strength can be related to the pressure difference between

the meridian plane value and the peak suction level; the resulting pressures

are plotted in figure 21(b). The inviscid flow results overpredict the pres-

sure difference except at small angles of attack where the local supersonic

region has not yet developed near and at the leading edge. But neither does

the viscous method yield results that agree with the experimental measurements,

although these calculated (viscous) results are closer to experiment. Despite

these differences, the computed (viscous) results of Vigneron et al. (1978)

are promising, and further test cases and parameter variations are highly

desirable. We note that a rough estimation of the pressure development is

represented by the solid line in figure 21(b), where the pressure difference

is calculated assuming a Prandtl-Meyer expansion in the meridian plane coupled

with an expansion around the leading edge in the crossflow plane.

The influence of free-stream Mach number on the calculated results is

again tested by evaluating the position of the primary vortex core above the

wing and the pressure rise across the semispan for a flat-topped delta wing

with A _ 73° at _ _ i0°. Comparisons between computed and experimental

data are shown in figures 22(a) and (b). Rather good agreement is achieved

over the entire Mach number range, especially with the inviscid methods.

This is expected, since at higher velocities, shock-induced separation occurs,

and the inviscid flow methods (Grossmann 1978; Siclari 1979)are closer to the

actual flow physics than for the lower Mach number case previously discussed.

Results from another inviscid flow method due to Szodruch (1977) are also

presented. In this method, the inviscid flow field is solved taking into

account the viscous part and the detached bow shock wave by means of semi-

empirical equations.

The flow over thin planar delta wings with supersonic leading edges and

laminar boundary-layer flow has been computed by Bluford (.1978) employing

approximate forms of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations. At supersonic

free-stream Mach number, this computational method has only been compared with

one experiment (Bannink and Nebbeling 1971). _This one test case is presented "

in figure 23. The essential inviscid part of the flow field agrees rather

well with the experiment (see also Voskresensky 1978, and Walkden et al. 1974).

However, according to the aN vs MN diagram in figure 8 for this wing config- _

uration, shock-induced separation is expected, while the computation yields

only a weak embedded shock not sufficiently strong to separate the boundary

layer. Thus, with further development, the viscous flow computations of

Vigneron et al. (1978) and Bluford (1978) offer promise to provide the intri-

cate details of the subsonic and supersonic regions in the leeward flow.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A survey has been conducted of the supersonic flow about slender delta

wings. The essential results of the survey are the following:

i. In conical flow we may collapse the flow-field parameters such as

free-stream Mach number, wing leading-edge sweep angle, and angle of attack,

. on to a diagram where the governing parameters are the components of Mach

number and angle of attack in a plane normal to the leading edge. Boundaries

materialize on this aN vs MN diagram to define particular zones of "leading-

edge separation" type flows and "shock-induced separation" type flows.

2. The effects of Reynolds number, leading-edge angle, and raising the

ridge line at the leeward meridian, modify the locations of the boundaries

between the respective flow regimes.

3. Recent computations with approximate forms of the Navier-Stokes

equations in laminar flow yield details of the flow structure that are in good

qualitative agreement with experimental results. Some further development of

the methods and the incorporation of an appropriate turbulence model would

appear to be necessary to provide a computational tool for design purposes.
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Figure 5.- Skin-friction line pattern and external flow structure about flat-

topped delta wing.
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Figure 7.- Vortex position exhibiting certain types of delta wing flow.
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Figure 13.- Flow regions over thin and thick wings according to thin-shock-layer

theory (Squire, 1976).
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Figure 14.- Influence of Reynolds number and leading-edge angle ip on visual

start of leading-edge separation line.
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Figure 16.- Contours of constant pitot pressure !Pp/Pp ) in the leeward flow

field of a delta wing with flat underside (B = 14.5 °) at Moo = 2.6 and

RL_ = 0.7×106 (Szodruch, 1977).
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Figure 18.- Influence of viscous interaction parameter X on the visual start

of the inboard separation line for a thick wing (_ = 14.5 °) with flat

underside (Szodruch, 1980).
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Figure 19.- Crossflow velocities around delta wing (_ = 15°) at supersonic speed

with leading-edge separation, RI_ = i06 (Vigneron, et al., 1978).
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